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This Medicine person still has descendants today.
Just why is so much credit given to Ancients and their synchronized
time? Because these Indian Empires controlled the whole world without
Armies, Wars, Mental Control, or Police Actions. The Intellectual Concept,
of Freedom and Slavery was unheard of, and still cannot be found in their
languages today. Freedom cannot exist unless there is Slavery. However,
this Ancient Lífe~style is classified as Barbarie, while Amies, Wars,
Mental Control, and Policefdlctions are classified as Civilìzed.
The civilized home must have a key to lock the doors to keep the
criminals out. This civilized lifestyle must produce criminals otherwise
there would be no need for Armies, Wars, Mental Control, and Pèßhice Actions
ELLE The Indian under synchronized time must look to the CREATOR, GREAT
SPIRIT for any needs or changes in theirî life instead of a classified act
recognized as civilized _but still bordering a criminal act for these needs.
When _the old Ancient Indian states the world will end in a Nuclear
Holocust just as it did three times before as he heard it in legends, it
is a fact. Because the civilized world cannot permit peace and if it did
it would return to being Indian or Ancient and that is a fact.
Everyone has heard it and some have experienced it/ dealing with Indiar
"INDIAN TIME." Indíanswho do things at a given time that the societies
around deagînd it be done at another time. Indians doing their thing and
in their time that conflicts with the white mans time table must be Indians
doing things at appointed times or synchronized times of the CREATOR, GREAT
SPIRIT. So, it is in their genetics or makeup.
To me! All people in the world are descendants of the Ancients, exclud
no race or color. Just the Ancient reseáxrch of Julius Caesar' proves this
out. that is needed is to present something than awaken those Genetecs.
I cannet say I have the knowledge to reawaken hidden Genetic knowledge
wheń the idea that the knowledge of the true Clan thateveryone belongs to
is at a very primitive level.

